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The ZeroG® 5.0 MASSAGE CHAIR provides a remarkable full-

body massage using Human Touch Technology® specifically 

designed to enhance the way you feel. The Smart 3D 

FlexGlide® massage engine simulates the expert techniques 

of massage professionals, leaving you relaxed, your body 

restored, and ready to live life to its fullest. Take a seat, 

recline to zero-gravity, and simply point to where you need 

relief on the revolutionary BodyMap PRO® remote. Enjoy 

an impressive selection of features bundled into the most 

modern massage chair designed for any luxury living space. 

Live better.  Feel better.  Be your best. 



SMART 3D MASSAGE ENGINE

FOOT-AND-CALF MASSAGER

LUMBAR HEAT

The ZeroG 5.0 features our new 3D FlexGlide massage solution that 

delivers a stress reducing experience and back pain relief like never 

before. Free from the pinching and friction associated with typical 

massage chairs, every contour of your body is therapeutically touched 

by the unparalleled flexibility and seamless glide of our patent pending 

orbital massage technology. Much like a masseuse upgrading you from 

a dry to a warm oil massage, the FlexGlide experience will have you 

basking in the glow of ultimate relaxation.

The fully encompassing foot-and-calf massager is designed for a therapeutic 

massage complete with vibration and proprietary Figure-Eight® Technology. 

The figure-eight wave-like movement helps push the blood flow in an 

upward motion that improves circulation and soothes aching, tired feet 

and legs. Under-foot rollers provide an optimum reflexology massage using 

Human Touch Technology. The foot-and-calf massager extends to your 

desired position, and also rotates to a traditional ottoman. To help keep your 

foot massager clean, simply remove the washable Easy Sleeves®.

Two lumbar heat modules gently warm your back muscles, gradually 

reducing tightness and pain. In addition to calming and soothing back 

muscles to prepare them for a more restorative massage, the warm air 

technology also encourages blood vessels to expand, rushing nutrient-rich 

blood to the sore or tense areas to promote healing.

3D FlexGlide Orbital 
Massage Technology

Soothing Heat 
in Backrest

Figure-Eight 
Technology

Extending Foot-and-Calf Massager

GO TO ZERO®

One-step press and hold moves the ZeroG 5.0 into the zero-gravity 

position, the physician recommended neutral-posture position that 

relieves pressure on the spine at any recline angle. The ZeroG 5.0’s 

wall-hugging design makes this chair a perfect fit for any space.
Zero-Gravity



BODYMAP PRO

AUTO-MASSAGE PROGRAMS

CUSTOM MASSAGE & COMFORT

Simply point to where you need relief on the BodyMap PRO remote 

control for the right solution. The ZeroG 5.0 will deliver a targeted 

massage to specific areas as well as a full-body massage. 

Chiropractors from our esteemed Wellness Council have helped define four 

full-body auto-programs featuring patented Human Touch Technology to 

easily take you from stress to complete relaxation for a restorative night 

of sleep. Choose from Refresh, Relax, Retreat, or Sleep and experience a 

prescribed massage routine designed to help you feel your best.

Manually set your preferred massage programs to your desired intensity 

with the easy-to-use remote. Enjoy the foot, seat, and heated back 

massage all at once or independently – you choose! Includes adjustable 

softening pads for added comfort in the shoulder and lumbar regions.

Black So-fHyde 100-ZG50-001

Espresso So-fHyde 100-ZG50-002

Bone So-fHyde 100-ZG50-003

Black Bone Espresso

Color Options:
Part Numbers:

Dimensions:
Chair Size (upright):  51” L x 26” W x 42” H

Chair Size (reclined):  68” L x 26” W x 32” H 

Seat area:  21” x 21”

BodyMap PRO 
Auto-Focus Treatment

Auto-Massage Programs
De-stress Experience

Custom Massage Programs
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